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The industry has experienced major changes brought on primarily by escalating vehicle costs and lifestyle
changes in its customers. Our facility can accommodate recreational vehicles, vans, boats, trailers, machinery,
household items or anything else portable and washable. The trick is for you to gather the strengths of the
different samples and combine them into one great car wash business plan personalized for your car wash
business needs. Carpet Shampooer - A dry foaming solution used on carpeting and upholstery to remove stains
and dirt. Any potential investor is sure to jump right in after seeing projected figures and numbers involved.
The facility will provide superior lighting and using a light color veneer to reflect lighting offering a more
secure location for nighttime customers. Foaming Tire Cleaner - A concentrated foaming solution formulated
to clean rubber - especially white walls. This is an older style friction type wash that is used as an offering
while their customers are getting gas. Foaming Brush - A soft natural brush dispensing thick, rich colored and
scented 5 foam at low pressure, used to scrub all vehicle surfaces. Higher costs have forced the industry to
develop new services, such as the foaming brush and fragrance machines, to increase gross profits. The
Finance Resource. Lighting - Two Watt Metal Halide fixtures light the inside of each wash bay. Creates
customer loyalty with the convenient use of credit cards at all areas of the wash including wash, vacs, etc.. It
also does not have a summary of the plan. This is especially true for owners in the lower income brackets with
less discretionary income to replace their aging vehicles. Going into the car wash business requires a viable
business plan just like any other type of business. Understanding what other businesses do well and do not do
well will also let you know which services you should emphasize, and which services are not so in demand.
This state of the art system will provide our customers with the highest quality wash including pre-soak
system, on board rocker panel blasters and under carriage cleaning. Tammy M. No credit cards, tri-color foam,
or automatic bays. You may quickly learn that other car washes do not offer a special type of service or
product that you are familiar with, which could be a great starting point to distinguish your business.
Conclusion You know that your car wash business plan is very important. Actually, the term car wash is not
wholly accurate. You will only be able to use this best as a reference. You will also find testimonials from
users who used their template on the website. Instead of examples, the template gives you instructions on what
to include in every element. Emphasize on how your organizational structure can shape and change the
direction and future of your business Make your products shine. However, it is purely just a sample with no
guides or instructions. The absence of charts and graphs lessens the appeal of the business plan offered on this
website. Vacuums Heavy-duty stainless steel vacuums with lighted domes and colorcoordinated hoses provide
the highest performance rating in the industry. Their template is downloadable in PDF format and is also
designed to request for financing. Show comparisons with competitors and put the benefits of your product in
the spotlight and of how consumers would be clamoring for that product over any competitor. In Bay Bill
Acceptors Unlike our competition, we will offer our customers the ability to use one dollar bills and five
dollar bills in the self serve bays themselves. Work Plan Examples and Company Plan Examples that you see
on the page are there to serve as inspiration for you to draw from in writing your very own business plan. They
have an additional guide on what the financial plan page entails.


